
4 VALVE GEAR INSTALLATION 
I SHALL outline assembly of the left side motion parts. Construction of the right side is a mirror 
image. 
The notated exploded diagram fully describes the part names and clearly indicates which 
component overlays which. The various moving joints are performed using the tiny steel rivets 
supplied, and the motion is constructed in sub-assemblies off the model before being fitted to the 
chassis. 

 
1. Taking the crosshead (16), ensure that the cast channel is a smooth sliding fit along the slidebar. 

You will probably find that filing the cusp off the slidebar results in a perfect sliding fit.  
2. Before proceeding, it will be necessary to file off the oil box protruding from the top edge of the 

crosshead, leaving the top edge flush.  
3. Trim the pistons to 9mm length from the flange. 
4. Fit the con rod boss (18) to the inside, i.e. the un-fluted side, of the con rod (17), then drill out 

the hole to 1.6mm using a drill in a pin vice. Remove any burrs. 
5. Attach the con rod to the crosshead, followed by the union link (19) and combination lever (20), 

noting the slight joggle you must form at the upper end of the combination lever. Put this 
assembly to one side. 

6. Fold the slidebars forwards and radius link brackets rearwards to 90° on the front and rear 
laminations of the slidebar brackets (21). Strengthen the tiny slidebar folds with a neat solder 
fillet before joining the two laminations together and adding the end plates (22) to the outboard 
edges. Form the slight joggle in the vertical rod projecting down from the rear of each slidebar 
as per the diagram. 

7. Take the two radius link laminations (23) and slot the smaller end of the return rod (24) between 
these, pinning the joint with a rivet.  

8. The trailing end of the return rod is rivetted to the return crank (25).  
9. The radius link pivots from the radius link bracket, noting that the radius rod (26), which must 

be fed forwards through the slot in the slidebar bracket, has its trailing end sandwiched between 
the two radius link laminations, the assembly being pinned with a rivet.  



10. This rivet is secured to the inner radius link lamination, leaving the whole radius link free to 
pivot unhindered from its bracket. 

11. You can now offer up the previously assembled crosshead/con rod/ union link/combination 
lever sub-assembly, and pin the top of the combination lever to the leading hole in the radius 
rod with a rivet. This virtually completes construction of the left side motion components. 
Repeat the process for the right side. 

12. Taking the cylinder assembly, add the various details. These initially consist of the front 
cylinder covers (27) and valve chest covers (28).  

13. However, before fitting the rear cylinder covers, file the cast outer flange off the piston gland 
reducing its length by l mm to provide clearance for the crosshead at its furthest point forwards 
during its stroke.  

14. Once modified, fit the rear cylinder covers (29), aligning the cut-outs for the slidebars with the 
ones on the cylinder etch.  

15. Fold up the valve guides (30) and add these directly over their holes.  
16. Check that the dummy valve rod extending forwards from the leading end of the radius rod 

passes cleanly through the valve holes.  
17. Add the cylinder top castings (31) to their locating holes.  
18. Fit the drain cocks (32) beneath the cylinders.  
19. Add the captive nut to the underside of the front bogie mounting tag on the cylinder assembly.  
20. Slot the completed cylinders in place in the chassis. 
21. The completed valve gear assembly can now be offered up to the chassis, slotting the pistons, 

slidebars and valve rods loosely into their respective holes. The slidebar bracket sits astride the 
chassis, nestling into cut-outs in the raised vertical frame extensions which help locate the 
running plate in position later.  

22. At this stage, I recommend you lightly tack solder the slidebar bracket to the chassis extensions 
in order to check that everything works as intended.  

23. Then fit the trailing end of the con rod, along with the necessary retaining bushes, to the rear 
crankpin.  

24. This is followed by securing the return crank to the rear crankpin - noting its advancement 
relative to the flycrank in order to impart the necessary rocking motion to the radius link - 
snipping away and filing flush any excess crankpin material. 

25. Carefully check the motion to ensure clearances are adequate. Your rolling chassis should be 
exactly that - free rolling on a flat, smooth surface with no binds detectable. Light lubrication of 
all moving joints and bearing surfaces is highly beneficial. 


